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Abstract

Social hierarchies can increase reproductive skew in group-living animals. Using
game theory we investigate how the opportunity for differently ranked individuals
to acquire resources influences reproductive skew, costs of hierarchy formation,
and winner and loser effects. Individuals adjust their aggressive and submissive
behaviour through reinforcement learning. The learning is based on perceived
rewards and penalties, which depend on relative fighting ability. From individual-
based simulations we determine evolutionary equilibria of traits that control an
individual’s learning. We examine situations that differ in the extent of monop-
olisation of contested resources by dominants and in the amounts of uncontested
resources that are distributed independently of rank. With costly fighting, we
find that stable dominance hierarchies form, such that reproductive skew mirrors
the distribution of resources over ranks. Individuals pay substantial costs of in-
teracting, in particular in high-skew situations, with the highest costs paid by
intermediately ranked individuals. For cases where dominants monopolise con-
tested resources there are notable winner and loser effects, with winner effects
for high ranks and very pronounced loser effects for lower ranks. The effects are
instead weak when acquired resources increase linearly with rank. We compare
our results on contest costs and winner-loser effects with field and experimental
observations.

Keywords: Social hierarchy, territoriality, aggression, distribution of reproductive success,
actor-critic learning, evolutionary game theory.
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Introduction1

Social hierarchies often influence the distribution of reproductive success in group-2

living animals, with a skew towards higher success for dominant individuals (Ellis 1995;3

Clutton-Brock 1998; Clutton-Brock and Huchard 2013). The mating systems where4

dominance interactions can allocate reproductive success might extend beyond those of5

a group of individuals equally utilising an area, to also include systems with a spatial6

structure, such as leks and some forms of territoriality. To gain a broader perspective7

on empirical studies of such systems, and to inspire further investigation, it is of interest8

to derive theoretical predictions about the relation between an individual’s dominance9

rank and its reproductive success, as well as about the fitness costs of acquiring and10

maintaining a certain rank. Up to now there are, however, few theoretical models11

dealing with the distribution of reproductive success in social hierarchies, or with the12

costs of dominance interactions. Here we use an evolutionary game-theory model of13

hierarchy formation to examine reproductive skew, fitness costs, and winner and loser14

effects in social dominance.15

Our model uses learning about differences in fighting ability as a behavioural mech-16

anism that can give rise to within-sex dominance hierarchies, through pairwise interac-17

tions with aggressive and submissive behaviours. Learning in the model is actor-critic18

learning, which is a form of reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto 2018). Individ-19

uals have genetically determined traits that function as parameters for the learning20

mechanism and can evolve to adapt learning to different situations. This approach21

has been used to study social dominance (McNamara and Leimar 2020; Leimar 2021)22

and here we extend it to allow for different degrees of monopolisation of reproduc-23

tion by high-ranking individuals. We examine life histories with an annual life cycle.24

Over a season there are several reproductive cycles, each providing an opportunity for25

dominant individuals to monopolise reproduction. The situations we study range from26

an extreme case where all reproduction goes to a top-ranked individual in a group,27

over varying reproductive opportunities for lower-ranked individuals, to those where28

most reproduction is independent of rank and only a smaller part is achieved through29

winning pairwise contests. Our analysis could also apply to situations with nearby ter-30

ritories, or display sites on a lek, that differ in how valuable they are for reproduction31

and that are allocated according to a dominance hierarchy. The model might represent32

groups of males with mating opportunities as the resource that is contested, or females33

with foraging opportunities or nesting sites as the resource. Individuals are unrelated34

in the model, so it could apply to the dispersing sex in species where one sex disperses35

and the other is philopatric, and to either sex if both sexes disperse.36
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A basic desideratum for the model is that dominance hierarchies form in such a37

way that reproductive skew is higher when dominants have greater opportunities to38

monopolise reproduction. To describe reproductive skew we use the recently developed39

multinomial index (Ross et al. 2020). We also examine the statistical relation between40

rank and reproductive success, which can be more informative than a skew index. We41

use a variant of so-called Elo rating to indicate an individual’s rank. This measure was42

originally used for the ranking of chess players (Elo 1978) and is now often used to43

measure rank in social hierarchies (Albers and de Vries 2001; Neumann et al. 2011).44

We express the cost of dominance interactions as mortality from fighting damage45

accumulated during the season, which means that individuals who die early in the46

season lose part of their reproductive opportunities. An equivalent effect would be47

a loss of vigour or condition from damage, eliminating reproductive success for the48

remainder of the season, or perhaps being weakened and driven away. We explore49

how fighting costs relate to reproductive skew and also how they depend on rank.50

For instance, costs could be higher for low-, medium-, or for high-ranked individuals.51

Based on what is known from previous game-theory models of social dominance, as52

well as from the long-standing study of single, pairwise contests, one would predict53

that the life-history costs of fighting should be higher when a greater proportion of54

lifetime reproductive success depends on winning dominance interactions. It is less55

clear how costs should depend on rank; there is no previous evolutionary analysis of56

this question. Studies on stress physiology in relation to social rank have found that57

subordinates are more stressed in some and dominants in other species (Creel 2001;58

Goymann and Wingfield 2004; Creel et al. 2013).59

We also study if learning over a mating season affects an individual’s tendency60

to win or lose an interaction with a new, matched but naive opponent, and if this61

varies with the individual’s rank at the end of the season. This is related to and62

gives a new perspective on winner and loser effects, which have been much investigated63

experimentally (Rutte et al. 2006).64

In the following, we briefly describe our model, present a number of results from65

individual-based evolutionary simulations, and discuss the implications of our results66

for observations of reproductive skew in social hierarchies and for the costs of dominance67

interactions. We also discuss how our model could be changed to take into account such68

things as multi-year life histories and overlapping generations, as well as the possible69

effects of common interest between members of a group.70
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The model71

Our model here is an extension of a previous one (Leimar 2021), with a new implemen-72

tation of how dominance interactions occur over the mating season and how fitness ben-73

efits (reproductive success) and costs (mortality) come about. In the previous model,74

interactions in a group consisted of a sequence of rounds, each with randomly selected75

opponents, and fitness effects were represented as increments to payoffs (benefits and76

costs) that were translated into reproduction at the end of interactions. In the current77

model, interactions are structured into multi-round contests that occur during one or78

several reproductive opportunities or cycles, which might better correspond to natural79

interactions. Fitness effects are given a concrete life-history representation, with ben-80

efits as acquired resources, such as mating opportunities, and costs as mortality from81

accumulated fighting damage. Figure 1 gives an overview of these aspects.82

The season is divided into a number of reproductive cycles (Fig. 1a) in which group83

members participate. In a cycle, individuals meet in pairwise contests over dominance,84

with several contests per group member. The idea is that there should be good oppor-85

tunities for group members to form a dominance hierarchy. For instance, a pair with86

similar fighting abilities can have several contests, potentially settling which of them87

dominates the other. A contest (Fig. 1b) can be thought of as an opportunity for dom-88

inance interaction; if dominance is already settled, there is no interaction. If there is an89

interaction, the model assumes a minimum and maximum number of rounds, to ensure90

that group members have experience of interacting with each other. A contest ends if91

there is a specified number of successive rounds with either a clear direction, so that92

one individual is aggressive and the other submits, which then indicates dominance, or93

a specified number of rounds where both submit, which indicates a draw. This aspect94

of the model is inspired by how dominance is often scored in experiments on hierarchy95

formation. The sequence of contests can produce a linear hierarchy, but it is also pos-96

sible that there are cycles, or that some dominance relations remain undetermined, for97

instance if some group members avoid being aggressive towards each other, or if some98

continue fighting.99

Following the contests, the resources (e.g., mating opportunities) are distributed100

according to rank (Fig. 1c). If some, or even all, ranks are undetermined at this stage,101

those ranks are randomly assigned (so if all individuals keep fighting, refusing to sub-102

mit, resources are randomly acquired, both within and between cycles). We investigate103

four distributions of acquired resources over the ranks (Fig. 1c). They differ in how104

strongly the top ranks in a hierarchy monopolise resources, and are defined so that the105

mean acquired resource per individual is 1. The model also allows for uncontested re-106
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sources, which are distributed to all (surviving) group members, irrespective of contest107

outcomes. The amount of reproductive skew that would results from these assumptions108

about acquired resources, for a hypothetical case where there is a single reproductive109

cycle with a linear dominance hierarchy, is shown in Fig. 1d.110

The probability of survival from one reproductive cycle to the next depends on an111

individual’s accumulated damage at that point in time. Each round of fighting adds112

to damage, in a way that depends of the relative fighting abilities of the interacting113

individuals. When a new reproductive cycle starts (Fig. 1a), individuals are assumed to114

retain their previous learning, but the contests over dominance start as if from scratch.115

In many cases this results in the re-forming of a previous hierarchy with little or no116

fighting, but in some cases (e.g., when individuals have died) there can be contests117

with additional fighting. Finally, the reproductive success of each group member is118

allocated in proportion to its accumulated resources, for instance its mating success,119

over the entire season, irrespective of whether the individual survived the entire season.120

For the Elo rating we let each individual i start with a rating of zero, Ei = 0, and121

update ratings after an interaction resulting in dominance by i over j (Fig. 1b) by122

increasing Ei and decreasing Ej by 2.5(1 − Pij), with Pij = 1/(1 + exp(−Ei + Ej)).123

The ratings are also updated after a contest ending in a draw. This is a version of the124

approach previously used to measure rank (Albers and de Vries 2001; Neumann et al.125

2011).126

Important concepts and notation for the model are summarised in Table 1. A127

detailed model description, including those aspects that are the same as in the previous128

model (Leimar 2021), are presented in Supplementary Information Online.129

Evolutionary simulations130

As mentioned, individuals are assumed to have genetically determined traits. The evo-131

lution of the traits is studied in individual-based simulations. The traits for individual i132

are (Table 1): degree of generalisation, fi; preference and value learning rates, αθi, αwi;133

initial preference for action A, θ0i; initial estimated value, w0i; effect of observations on134

preference and value functions, γ0i, g0i; and perceived reward from performing A, vi.135

In evolutionary simulations, each trait is determined by an unlinked diploid locus136

with additive alleles. Alleles mutate with a probability of 0.002 per generation, with137

normally distributed mutational increments. The standard deviation of mutational138

increments for each trait was adjusted to correspond to the range of values of the trait,139

to ensure that simulations could locate evolutionary equilibria.140

A simulated population consisted of 500 groups of 8 individuals taking part in141
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dominance interactions (either males or females), plus 8 individuals of the other sex,142

resulting in a total population size of N = 8000, which is the same as for simulations of143

the previous model (Leimar 2021). Each interacting individual was assigned a quality144

qi, independently drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard145

deviation σq.146

Offspring for the next generation were formed by randomly selecting parents in a147

group for each of 16 offspring from that group, with probabilities proportional to an148

individual’s accumulated resources for the sex involved in interactions and uniformly149

for the other sex. The offspring were randomly dispersed over the groups in the next150

season, to eliminate any effects of relatedness in local groups. For each case reported151

in Table 2, simulations were performed over 5000 generations, repeated in sequence at152

least 100 times, to estimate mean and standard deviation of traits at an evolutionary153

equilibrium.154

Standard parameter values155

The following ‘standard values’ of parameters (Table 1) were used: mortality cost156

from damage, c1 = 0.002; distribution of individual quality, σq = 0.50; observations157

of relative quality, a1 = b1 = 0.707, σ = 0.50; perceived penalty variation, σp = 0.25.158

For these parameter values, around 50% of the variation in the observations ξijt by159

individuals in each round is due to variation in relative fighting ability, qi − qj.160

Results161

Using four distributions of resources over dominance ranks (V1(k), Fig. 1c) in combi-162

nation with four values of uncontested resources (V0 = 0, 1, 4, 9), we analysed 16 cases163

of individual-based evolutionary simulations, summarised in Table 2. The course of164

interactions over the season is illustrated in Fig. 2, for the cases with V0 = 0. Time in165

the season is defined such that the reproductive cycles start at t = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75.166

As can be seen, most of the divergence in Elo ratings occurs early in the first cycle167

(Fig. 2a), and this is also when most damage is incurred (Fig. 2b). The explanation168

is that there are more and longer fights early in the season. It should be noted that169

there is considerable variation between groups, depending on such things as the partic-170

ular fighting abilities qi in a group, the timing of mortality, and randomness in contest171

outcomes (Fig. S1 gives examples).172

In presenting results, we show statistical model fits (non-linear regressions, including173

loess regressions), to ease comparison. Because there is considerable random variation174
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in reproductive and damage outcomes between groups and individuals, we also show175

individual data points together with fitted curves in Supplementary Information Online.176

Figure 3 gives an overview of the distribution of reproductive success and the cost177

of fighting for different cases (Figs. S2 and S3 show data points for panels (a) and178

(c)). The distributions of reproductive success for the different cases (Fig. 3a) have179

similar shapes as the underlying distributions of resources over dominance ranks (Fig.180

1c). The reason is that dominance hierarchies remain fairly stable over the season,181

at least with regard to the rankings that matter for reproductive success. This also182

holds for the skew indices (Fig. 3b vs. 1d). The accumulated damage is highest for183

individuals of intermediate rank (Fig. 3c), and this is most pronounced for the case184

with the greatest opportunities for dominants to monopolise reproduction (V14). The185

mortality costs from damage are overall substantial (Fig. 3d), and are higher when a186

greater proportion of life-time reproduction can be acquired through social dominance.187

To examine winner and loser effects for different cases, we simulated experiments188

where group members who survived over the season met new, matched opponents in189

staged contests. The probability of winning (becoming dominant) and the damage190

for a group member in such contests can be influenced by learning from previous191

interactions, involving the effects of generalising from previous winning and losing. We192

investigated how these effects varied with the final Elo rating of a group member. As193

can be seen in Fig. 4a, winner and loser effects are strongest for the V14 case, followed194

by V12 and, with weaker effects, V13 and V11. Variation in accumulated damage shows195

a similar pattern (Fig. 4b). The explanation in terms of learning appears in Fig. 4c.196

Because of individual recognition, only the the generalised components of the action197

preference and the estimated value influence interactions with new opponents. The198

generalised component of the preference for action A is hiit = fiθiit, where fi is the199

genetically determined degree of generalisation and θiit is a learned weight (Table 1).200

This component will vary strongly with Elo rating if fi is large and θiit shows notable201

variation, from negative to positive, with Elo rating. Effects of learning on θiit will202

be larger when fi is larger, so the value of fi is driving the difference between the203

cases in Fig. 4c, and thus explains the results in panels (a) and (b) of the figure.204

The mean values of fi appear in Table 2 (cases 1, 5, 9, 13) and are in accordance205

with this explanation. Panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 4 also show that loser effects are206

stronger than winner effects, in the sense that the intersections with the horizontals207

Pr(win) = 0.5 and hiit = 0, respectively, occur for positive Elo ratings. Thus, on208

average group members tend to lose against matched opponents. The relation between209

fighting ability and Elo rating (Fig. 4d) shows that the final ratings are distributed210

approximately symmetrically around zero.211
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The fitted curves in Figs. 3 and 4 are for cases with V0 = 0. With more of life-212

time reproduction coming from uncontested resources, the dependence of reproductive213

success on Elo rating is more shallow (Fig. 5a,b) and there is less fighting damage (Fig.214

5c,d). In contrast, the degree of generalisation becomes higher for greater V0 (Table215

2), resulting in stronger winner and loser effects (Fig. S6 and S7). Increasing V0 also216

resulted in lower values for the initial aggressiveness (θ0i in Table 2).217

Discussion218

We found that the pattern of resource availability over the ranks of a hierarchy strongly219

influenced the evolution of learning mechanisms and, as a consequence, the costs of220

acquiring dominance. Because hierarchies remained relatively stable over the season,221

the distribution of reproductive success over ranks mirrored that of the resources (Fig.222

3a vs. 1c). When dominants had greater opportunities to monopolise the resources223

needed for reproduction, there was greater skew (Fig. 3a, b). With greater skew,224

contests over dominance became more costly, in particular for individuals that had225

intermediate fighting abilities and were not among the top ranked (Fig. 3c, 5c, 5d).226

Such individuals have something to fight for, but face stiff competition. Winner and227

loser effects also depended on the pattern of resource availability and took the form of228

loser effects for lower-ranked individuals and winner effects for the top ranks (Fig. 4,229

S6, S7).230

To appreciate these results, it is helpful to consider the reproductive success of231

all ranks of a hierarchy. A characteristic feature of social dominance is that subordi-232

nates show submissive behaviour and in this way relinquish claims on resources. For233

this to be favoured by evolution, submissive behaviour should have some benefit. In234

our model, benefits for subordinates come from uncontested resources (V0), contested235

resources (V1(k)) acquired by low-ranking individuals (if there are any), and from situ-236

ations where high-ranking individuals die, causing ranks to improve for survivors. Even237

in a seemingly extreme situation, such as V14 in Fig. 3 (case 13 in Table 2, with V0 = 0),238

the group members with low Elo ratings should have some reproductive prospects, even239

if these are small. Because of mortality during the season, there is a small probability240

that all or nearly all higher-ranked competitors eliminate each other, leaving a surviv-241

ing and previously low-ranked individual with reproductive benefits (e.g., in Fig. S2d242

there are a few data points with positive reproductive success for individuals with low243

Elo rating). Some chance of reproductive success, even if it is small, can thus select244

against ‘desperado’ strategies, which otherwise would prevent dominance hierarchies245
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from forming, and might instead promote the evolution of fatal fighting (Enquist and246

Leimar 1990). For cases with uncontested resources (V0 > 0), subordinates have greater247

prospects, which means that submission for low-ranked individuals can be beneficial248

with little or no mortality for higher ranks.249

We have also investigated the consequences of eliminating the risk of death from our250

model, with the expectation that strategies of refusing to submit should be favoured.251

From simulations (not shown) we found that without mortality costs (c1 = 0), domi-252

nance hierarchies do not form because individuals keep fighting and reproductive suc-253

cess becomes uncorrelated with fighting ability.254

Monopolisation of resources by dominants implies a non-linear relation between255

rank and reproduction (Fig. 1c). Given that all ranks have some expected reproductive256

success, the influence of this non-linearity on winner and loser effects can be understood.257

In our model, winner and loser effects derive from generalisation (see explanation of258

results in Fig. 4). For instance, for the V14 cases generalisation is high (Table 2), which259

makes sense because the lowest-ranked individuals have little to gain from persisting in260

aggression in order to move up one rank or two, making loser effects adaptive for them.261

Contrast this with a linear case, where each increase in rank corresponds to the same262

increment in acquired resources, which holds for the distribution V11 in Fig. 1c, and also263

corresponds to the assumptions of the previous model (Leimar 2021). The evolutionary264

consequence of the linearity is limited generalisation (Table 2) with smaller winner and265

loser effects, as well as lower costs of fighting (Fig. 3d).266

The perspective of social competence (Taborsky and Oliveira 2012; Bshary and267

Oliveira 2015; Fernald 2017; Varela et al. 2020) is relevant for these winner and loser268

effects. A key idea is that individuals adjust their fighting behaviour based on the269

consequences of winning or losing an interaction, using information obtained through270

learning. The strength of winner-loser effects should then depend on two factors: the271

relationship between rank and fitness and an individual’s position within the hierar-272

chy. If only top-ranking individuals acquire contested resources, losing once provides273

information that the top rank is out of reach, which should lead to reduced willingness274

to fight, in agreement with our results (Fig. 4).275

It follows that there are two kinds of fitness non-linearity that are important for276

the results. First, with mortality as the cost of fighting, costs and benefits are non-277

additive, and it can be adaptive for low-ranked individuals to be submissive and avoid278

accumulating damage that would put their reproductive benefits at risk. Second, this279

effect becomes stronger when there is a non-linear relation between rank and resources.280
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Reproductive skew models281

Reproductive skew in social groups has been fairly much studied using evolutionary282

analysis (Johnstone 2000; Port and Kappeler 2010). Of these the ‘tug-of-war’ model283

(Reeve et al. 1998) shows some similarity to our model here, in that assumptions284

are made about costs of conflicts in a tug-of-war over reproduction. Even so, there285

are qualitative differences between our analysis and previous approaches. Our model286

makes assumptions about uncontested (V0) and contested (V1(k)) resources, and derives287

outcomes for reproductive skew and costs of contests from these assumptions, based on288

the evolution of behavioural mechanisms of hierarchy formation. Importantly, we also289

assume that the total reproductive output of a local group (e.g., 16 offspring in our290

simulations) is not influenced by mortality costs of accumulated damage; mortality only291

affects an individual’s share of the total. For the tug-of-war model, the aim is instead292

to derive predictions about reproductive skew from assumptions about how costs of293

conflicts reduce the total reproductive output of a group (which is a pair in the tug-of-294

war model (Reeve et al. 1998)). Because of these differences in basic assumptions, it295

is not meaningful to directly compare the results of the models.296

Nevertheless, it is of interest to extend our model by incorporating common interest297

between group members, for instance letting the costs of conflicts reduce the total298

reproduction by a group. Our current assumption of a constant total reproductive299

output might be reasonable in some cases, such as for males competing over mating300

opportunities, but could be less realistic for females competing over resources. It is301

likely that common interest would lower the cost of hierarchy formation. In addition to302

common interest, allowing for multi-year life histories is a natural extension, raising the303

issue of the extent to which interactions from previous years should be remembered.304

This could throw light on questions of queuing for dominance, for which there are305

reproductive skew models (Kokko and Johnstone 1999).306

Contested and uncontested resources are important ingredients in our model. They307

represent different assumptions about the distribution of resources in space and time.308

For instance, the distribution V14 of contested resources (Fig. 1) could represent com-309

petition between males over mating when one or more females become receptive, or310

the competition between females when there is a single suitable breeding territory. As311

mentioned, a distribution V1(k) need not directly translate to reproductive skew; if312

individuals do not submit, acquired resources in a reproductive cycle become random,313

so with several reproductive cycles, there would be little or no reproductive skew. We314

might compare with experimental observations of the difficulties for high-ranking male315

junglefowl to control matings in a group (McDonald et al. 2017), reducing or even316
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eliminating skew. Thus, it is the shape of V1(k) together with a stable hierarchy where317

subordinates yield to dominants that gives rise to reproductive skew in our model.318

The distribution V11 (Fig. 1c) could represent a situation where resources appear319

in a dispersed manner, and if they are contested it is typically by two group members.320

Similarly, V0 could correspond to resources that individuals encounter singly, or pos-321

sibly to resources acquired through alternative, non-aggressive strategies. Finally, if322

nearby territories are distributed according to rank, territory quality will influence the323

distribution of reproductive success.324

Comparison with observations325

There are many simplifying assumptions in our model compared to natural situations.326

Among these are annual life histories, absence of common interest and relatedness327

between interacting individuals, no forgetting of previous interactions, and no within-328

season dispersal to other groups. Even with these simplifications, it is of interest to329

compare our results with observations, to gain further understanding of the evolution330

of social dominance.331

Rank and reproductive success332

Obtaining data on both lifetime reproductive success and social dominance is challeng-333

ing, but there are nevertheless many studies. While there is strong support for a general334

reproductive advantage of higher rank, genetic data also show that monopolisation of335

mating by dominant males in polygynous mammals is typically not complete (Pem-336

berton et al. 1992; Hogg and Forbes 1997; Coltman et al. 1999; Worthington Wilmer337

et al. 1999; Coltman et al. 2002; Hoffman et al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2006; Twiss et al.338

2006; Wroblewski et al. 2009; Pörschmann et al. 2010; Stopher et al. 2011). It thus339

seems that the most extreme case among our simulations (case 13 in Table 2, Fig. 1c,340

Fig. 3) is unrealistic in its assumptions about acquired resources. A certain amount of341

uncontested resources (V0) and/or the distributions V11, V12 or V13 might better corre-342

spond to natural situations. Combining uncontested resources with monopolisation of343

contested resources by dominants, we found that the relation between fighting ability344

and Elo rating was more diffuse for low than for high ranks (Fig. S6d and S7d). This345

would fit with observations where the precise positions of top-ranking individuals are346

clear while it is harder to rank individuals lower in the hierarchy.347
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Costs of dominance interactions348

Our simulations yielded fairly high mortality costs of dominance interactions, also349

with uncontested resources and limited reproductive skew (Fig. 3d). These results350

raise the question of whether high costs of hierarchy formation occur in nature. As an351

example, in female junglefowl, that are similar to the domestic fowl where dominance352

hierarchies were first described (Schjelderup-Ebbe 1922), a strongly skewed distribution353

of reproductive success was recorded in a relatively large free-ranging group (Collias354

et al. 1994), but the costs of hierarchy formation for female junglefowl do not appear355

to be high. A potential explanation for the seeming discrepancy is that breeding356

junglefowl occur in rather small groups in nature (Johnson 1963; Collias and Collias357

1967), perhaps with less competition over nest sites and other resources. The example358

illustrates the difficulties of estimating costs of social dominance: these estimates need359

to come from situations similar to those where the behavioural mechanisms evolved.360

The important effect of mortality in our model is that individuals lose further361

opportunities for reproduction. If individuals instead are driven out of the group and362

fail to gain reproduction in another group, the evolutionary effect would be the same,363

and this might be relevant for males in polygynous species. Variation in the duration364

of tenure of a dominant male in a group is sometimes observed (Hoffman et al. 2003)365

and could be an indication of costs. The general idea has support from a study of the366

factors influencing tenure duration in polygynous mammals (Lukas and Clutton-Brock367

2014).368

Overall, although our results that costs of dominance interactions can be high has369

potential for agreement with observations, perhaps even more when taking physiolog-370

ical costs into account (Briffa and Sneddon 2007), the issue seems not to be resolved371

using current data. One thing to note is that our model deals with situations where372

social hierarchies distribute lifetime reproduction, whereas many observations of dom-373

inance interactions come form situations where individuals compete for resources that374

represent smaller fitness effects.375

Winner and loser effects376

We found a dramatic influence of the shape of the distribution of contested resources377

on winner and loser effects (Fig. 4a, S6a, S7a), and this might ease comparison with378

observations. Keeping in mind the limitations of our assumptions, our results for non-379

linear distributions V1(k) could correspond to the behaviour of younger individuals in380

some species, who quickly learn to avoid contesting higher-ranked opponents, or to381

individuals pursuing alternative, non-aggressive strategies. Our model would need to382
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be extended to further explore this issue.383

There are several experiments on winner and loser effects (Rutte et al. 2006), but384

they are often on species where the fitness effects of dominance in natural situations385

are unknown. In addition, the natural breeding situation is frequently that of nearby386

or partly overlapping territories or sites. To give a few examples, reproductive male387

three-spined stickleback show stronger loser than winner effects (Bakker et al. 1989),388

and natural aggressive interactions in this species likely occur between males in nearby389

territories (Bakker and Sevenster 1983). Experiments with pumpkinseed sunfish have390

found weak and short-lasting winner effects (Chase et al. 1994) and stronger and more391

long-lasting loser effects (Beacham and Newman 1987; Beacham 1988). These exper-392

iments used fish that were not breeding but taken from mixed-sex shoaling groups393

of individuals in the field. The social structure of breeding pumpkinseed sunfish is394

likely to be colonies of male nests that females visit and lay eggs in. Finally, there are395

several studies on aggression and social dominance in the green swordtail, including396

on bystander, winner, and loser effects (Earley and Dugatkin 2002), as well as field397

studies on reproductive skew (Tatarenkov et al. 2008). The social system of the species398

in nature is partially overlapping male home ranges, sometimes with the presence of399

lower-ranking ‘satellite’ males, somewhat similar to leks (Franck and Ribowski 1993;400

Franck et al. 1998). These studies illustrate that it could be challenging to link ex-401

perimental work on social dominance to field situations, including to fitness effects of402

rank. There is broad agreement between the studies and results from our current (Fig.403

4) and previous (Leimar 2021) models in that loser effects are typically stronger than404

winner effects, but the differences between experiments and field situations make it405

harder to evaluate whether effects of non-linearity of the distribution of resources over406

ranks, like those in Fig. 4, occur in nature.407

Consistent behaviour408

Traits related to aggression can be viewed as components of animal personalities (Sih409

et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2007), which are characterised by consistency over time and410

contexts. For situations with pronounced monopolisation of contested resources by411

dominants, like the V12 and V14 distributions (Fig. 1c), our analysis predicts substantial412

individual differences in aggressiveness, as a consequence of generalisation from learning413

in a group (Fig. 4, S6, S7, Table 2). Distribution like V11 or V13 would instead result414

in weaker such effects. The importance of social experience, compared to genetic or415

developmental variation, is of interest to research on animal personalities, and our416

results can provide some insight. Still, just as for winner and loser effects, there is the417
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difficulty of linking observations to fitness effects in the field, in particular to the shape418

of distributions of contested resources over ranks, limiting the conclusions that can be419

drawn.420

In male junglefowl, winner and loser effects appear to have only a weak influence on421

dominance hierarchy formation, whereas genetic or developmental variation in aggres-422

siveness is more important and shows consistency over time (Favati et al. 2017, 2021;423

Pizzari and McDonald 2019). These observations would agree with our results, pro-424

vided that the distribution of acquired resources has roughly a linear shape. A linear425

shape is consistent with experimental data (McDonald et al. 2017), but it is not known426

how well these results correspond to field situations. Similar conclusions could apply to427

certain swordtail species (Wilson et al. 2011, 2013; Boulton et al. 2018). It would be of428

interest to investigate species with pronounced monopolisation of contested resources,429

in order to test whether they show strong effects of social experience on aggressiveness.430

Modelling social dominance and aggression431

The game theory used here investigates the evolution of traits that control behavioural432

mechanisms, such as the parameters of actor-critic learning, over a range of situations.433

In terms of social cognition, the approach is in-between behaviourist assumptions of434

universal cognitive mechanisms and those of traditional game-theory modelling, entail-435

ing that individuals make optimal decisions in each particular situation. The overall436

aim of the approach is to integrate function and mechanism (McNamara and Houston437

2009).438

The issue of modelling styles can be formulated as a distinction between small-439

worlds models, in which individuals have accurate innate representations of their envi-440

ronment, including the decision-making machinery of others, and large-worlds models,441

where individuals instead rely on limited cognitive mechanisms that nevertheless have442

proven their worth over a range of imperfectly delineated circumstances (McNamara443

and Leimar 2020). There is also a correspondence to ideas about social competence444

(Taborsky and Oliveira 2012; Bshary and Oliveira 2015; Fernald 2017), focusing on how445

general developmental and cognitive mechanisms become adapted to social situations,446

thereby allowing individuals to respond effectively to their environment.447

There is a long tradition of using learning in game theory, both in biology (Harley448

1981) and economics (Fudenberg and Levine 1998). This can be combined with a449

study of the evolution of learning parameters or traits (Niv et al. 2002; Hamblin and450

Giraldeau 2009; Dridi and Lehmann 2014), as we have done here. To promote realism,451

it is preferable to study learning traits that have a correspondence in animal psychol-452
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ogy and neuroscience. For instance, aggressive behaviour is regarded as a potentially453

rewarding activity in animal psychology (Hogan and Roper 1978; Domjan et al. 2000;454

Fish et al. 2005). We implemented this perspective through a perceived reward vi of455

performing aggression (Table 1). In traditional small-worlds game theory, rewards and456

payoffs are treated as the same and payoffs have the interpretation of fitness incre-457

ments. In our model, as well as in similar learning models (McNamara and Leimar458

2020; Leimar 2021; McNamara et al. 2021), perceived rewards and penalties of aggres-459

sive behaviour are instead interpreted as components of a mechanism that functions460

to guide an individual’s life history in a favourable manner. Thus, the simulations in461

Table 2 with V0 = 9 have smaller evolved values of vi than those with V0 = 0, 1, 4,462

and also lower preference learning rates αθi and initial aggression parameters θ0i, all of463

which tend to make individuals act in a cautious manner, reducing the risk of losing464

their substantial uncontested resources.465

Our current model could be extended to include elements like bystander observa-466

tions (Leimar 2021), multi-year life histories, dispersal, territoriality, or relatedness467

between group members. Among the ingredients needed for this to succeed are reason-468

able specifications of traits and perceptions of the interacting individuals. We believe469

such endeavours benefit from collaboration between modellers, experimentalists, and470

biologists with experience from the field, because this helps overcoming the considerable471

challenges of linking theoretical constructs to natural situations.472
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Figure 1: Elements of the model. During a mating season there are four reproductive cycles
(RC) or reproductive opportunities, each starting with a sequence of contests, followed by
increments in acquired resources (AR) and mortality risk, as shown in panel (a). The resource
increments V0 and V1(k) contribute to reproductive success (RS). Panel (b) summarises a
contest for a randomly selected pair of group members. Panels (c) and (d) illustrate the
underlying distributions of AR and RS, for a single RC. (c) Increments V1(k), from contested
resources, as functions of the dominance position k, where k = 1 is top-ranked. The curves
V11, V12, V13, V14 (colour coded) show the different shapes of V1(k) used in simulations. For
each curve, the mean per capita AR is 1. (d) Mean (± SD) of the multinomial reproductive
skew index M , computed over 10 000 replicates of a group of size 8 that produces a total of 16
offspring (mean RS of 2 per group member), with AR given by V0 + V1(k). The skew values
are shown as functions of the uncontested AR increment V0, for different shapes of V1(k),
colour coded as in (c).
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Figure 2: Average top- and bottom-ranked Elo ratings and average accumulated damage as
functions of time in the season. The cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2 (with V0 = 0) are shown,
colour coded corresponding to the shapes of V1 in Fig. 1c. The learning parameters are given
by the mean values in Table 2. For each case, 500 groups of 8 individuals were simulated and
the Elo rating and accumulated damage of each individual as a function of time was computed
(Fig. S1 shows examples of such curves). (a) Mean over groups of the Elo rating of the top
(upper curves) and bottom (lower curves) ranked individuals in each group as functions of
time in the season. (b) Mean over all groups and group members of the accumulated damage
from fighting as functions of time in the season. Note that most damage accumulates in the
first of the four reproductive cycles.
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Figure 3: Distribution of RS (number of offspring; 16 per group), accumulated fighting dam-
age, and survival, for different evolved learning parameters, with different distributions of
contested and uncontested AR. Learning parameters are given by mean values in Table 2.
For each case in Table 2, 500 groups of 8 were simulated. (a) Fitted number of offspring as a
function of the Elo rating (which correlates with dominance position). The curves correspond
to cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2 (with V0 = 0) and are colour coded and labelled corre-
sponding to the shapes of V1 in Fig. 1c. Fig. S2 shows simulated data together with fitted
curves. (b) Mean (± SD) of the multinomial reproductive skew index M , computed from the
distribution of RS in groups, for the cases in Table 2, with colour coding according the shape
of V1 and the value of V0 along the x-axis (points are shifted left and right for clarity). (c)
Fitted accumulated fighting damage over the season as a function of the Elo rating, for the
cases in panel (a). Fig. S3 shows simulated data together with fitted curves. (d) Mean (±
SD) survival in groups for the cases in Table 2, with colour coding according the shape of V1.
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Figure 4: Illustration of hypothetical winner- and loser-effect experiments. Each group
member that survived over the mating season had a staged interaction with a matched (equal
fighting ability, qi = qj) new and naive opponent. A staged pair had up to 10 contests as
described in Fig. 1b, ending when dominance was settled. The different cases (colour coded)
are those in Fig. 2a, all having V0 = 0. For each case there were 500 simulated groups,
including winner-loser experiments. (a) Fitted (logistic regression) probability of winning
(becoming dominant) for a group member interacting with a matched, naive opponent, as
a function of the group member’s Elo rating. (b) Fitted accumulated damage (logarithmic
scale) from these contests. Fig. S4 shows simulated data together with fitted curves. (c)
Fitted generalised preference component (hiit in Table 1) for group members at the start of
staged interactions, as a function of Elo rating. Fig. S5 shows simulated data together with
fitted curves. (d) Data and a loess fitted curve of the Elo rating as a function of fighting
ability qi of group members, for case 13 in Table 2 (i.e., V14 in panels (a) to (c)).
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Figure 5: Fitted RS and accumulated damage over the season, as in Fig. 2a, c except that
individuals also accumulate uncontested resources. Panels (a) and (c) show cases 2, 6, 10,
and 14 in Table 2, with V0 = 1, and (b) and (d) show cases 3, 7, 11, and 15, with V0 = 4.
For these values of V0, approximately 50% and 80% of a group’s total reproductive success
derives from uncontested AR.
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Tables655

Table 1: Definitions and notation for the model.

notation definition or explanation
RC reproductive cycle or opportunity; there are several

reproductive opportunities during the season
AR acquired resources; individuals accumulate contested

and uncontested resources, which translate to RS
RS reproductive success (number of offspring)
V0 uncontested AR per individual and RC
V1(k) AR per RC for individual of rank k (k = 1 highest)
V11, V12, V13, V14 different shapes of distributions V1(k)
M reproductive skew index from Ross et al. (2020)
qi quality (fighting ability) of individual i
µq, σq mean and SD of (normal) distribution of quality; µq = 0
A, S available actions: A is aggressive, S is submissive
Dait accumulated fighting damage for i up to time t; each AA

round between i and j increases damage by e−(qi−qj)

c1 parameter for mortality cost; survival in RC is e−c1Dait

hiit = fiθiit generalised component of preference for action A at time t
fi, θiit degree of generalisation and learned weight for individual i
hijt = (1− fi)θijt opponent specific component of preference for A at time t
θijt learned weight in opponent-specific component hijt
θ0i starting value of θiit and θijt
ξijt observation by i, meeting j at time t, of relative quality
a1, b1, εijt weights on qi, qj, and random error in observation ξijt
σ SD of (normally distributed) random error εijt
γ0i slope parameter for i in preference component γ0iξijt
pijt probability to use action A by i when meeting j at time t
lijt logit of pijt, referred to as the preference for the action A,

defined as lijt = hiit + hijt + γ0iξijt
v̂ijt estimated value (reward) by i when meeting j at time t
wiit, wijt generalised and opponent-specific learned weights in v̂ijt
w0i starting value of wiit and wijt
g0i slope parameter in v̂ijt = fiwiit + (1− fi)wijt + g0iξijt
Rijt perceived reward by i when meeting j at time t
vi perceived reward by i of performing the aggressive action A
eijt, σp random influence eijt with SD σp in penalty from AA round

between i and j, given by exp
(
−qi + qj + eijt

)
αθi, αwi learning rates for updates by i of weights in lijt and v̂ijt
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Table 2: Reproductive parameters, mean survival, and trait values (mean ± SD over
100 simulations, each over 5000 generations) for 16 different cases of individual-based
evolutionary simulations of social dominance interactions.

case V0 V1 Surv. fi αθi αwi
1 0.0 V11 0.64 0.035± 0.008 69.7± 10.1 0.036± 0.005
2 1.0 V11 0.71 0.045± 0.011 68.1± 10.3 0.047± 0.008
3 4.0 V11 0.81 0.068± 0.017 48.5± 13.1 0.076± 0.016
4 9.0 V11 0.87 0.108± 0.027 37.5± 11.5 0.123± 0.031
5 0.0 V12 0.51 0.073± 0.015 64.6± 12.5 0.035± 0.006
6 1.0 V12 0.62 0.131± 0.012 63.8± 6.5 0.039± 0.006
7 4.0 V12 0.74 0.191± 0.019 56.4± 10.1 0.054± 0.010
8 9.0 V12 0.82 0.372± 0.018 17.8± 2.1 0.045± 0.012
9 0.0 V13 0.61 0.025± 0.005 71.5± 6.1 0.032± 0.005
10 1.0 V13 0.68 0.032± 0.008 68.4± 8.4 0.039± 0.007
11 4.0 V13 0.78 0.054± 0.013 54.4± 8.0 0.058± 0.011
12 9.0 V13 0.85 0.076± 0.018 58.1± 12.6 0.098± 0.026
13 0.0 V14 0.39 0.249± 0.021 28.9± 4.4 0.028± 0.009
14 1.0 V14 0.56 0.484± 0.018 17.0± 1.5 0.016± 0.004
15 4.0 V14 0.68 0.572± 0.016 14.8± 1.1 0.014± 0.003
16 9.0 V14 0.77 0.613± 0.018 14.4± 1.2 0.017± 0.003

table continued

case θ0i w0i γ0i g0i vi
1 4.71± 0.19 −0.03± 0.01 1.23± 0.18 0.06± 0.01 0.86± 0.01
2 4.87± 0.20 −0.07± 0.01 1.84± 0.23 0.07± 0.02 0.76± 0.02
3 4.54± 0.23 −0.15± 0.03 2.79± 0.34 0.11± 0.03 0.56± 0.04
4 3.71± 0.28 −0.25± 0.04 2.96± 0.35 0.13± 0.03 0.42± 0.05
5 4.65± 0.17 −0.01± 0.01 0.64± 0.20 0.04± 0.01 0.95± 0.01
6 4.67± 0.13 −0.04± 0.01 0.95± 0.18 0.05± 0.01 0.89± 0.01
7 4.75± 0.26 −0.10± 0.02 1.78± 0.29 0.08± 0.02 0.76± 0.02
8 2.86± 0.45 −0.12± 0.03 1.66± 0.37 0.11± 0.02 0.68± 0.02
9 4.72± 0.11 −0.03± 0.01 0.92± 0.18 0.05± 0.01 0.89± 0.01
10 4.82± 0.18 −0.06± 0.01 1.57± 0.22 0.06± 0.01 0.81± 0.01
11 4.63± 0.20 −0.12± 0.02 2.41± 0.30 0.10± 0.02 0.64± 0.03
12 4.40± 0.31 −0.20± 0.03 3.27± 0.52 0.12± 0.03 0.49± 0.05
13 4.77± 0.24 0.00± 0.02 0.48± 0.25 0.05± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
14 3.17± 0.24 −0.05± 0.02 0.77± 0.22 0.07± 0.02 0.94± 0.01
15 0.76± 0.52 −0.06± 0.03 0.55± 0.16 0.08± 0.02 0.85± 0.01
16 −1.31± 0.32 −0.01± 0.03 0.73± 0.17 0.10± 0.02 0.70± 0.02
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Figure S1: Panels (a) and (c) show the Elo rating and the accumulated damage over the
mating season for one example of a group of 8 individuals, with AR parameters as for case
1 in Table 2 and learning traits given by the mean values for this case. The curves have
different colours to allow comparison between panels (a) and (c), and are labelled in (a) with
the fighting ability qi of the individual. Panels (b) and (d) show the same for case 13 in Table
2.
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Figure S2: Simulated data and fitted curves of RS (number of offspring) for the cases in
Fig. 3a (colour coded). Panels (a) to (d) show cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2. Non-linear
regression (nls function in R) was used to fit RS as a Gompertz function of the Elo rating,
as described below. The locations of the grey points are shifted by small random amounts to
reduce overlap.
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Figure S3: Simulated data and fitted curves of accumulated damage over the mating season
for the cases in Fig. 3c (colour coded). Panels (a) to (d) show cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2.
Local regression (loess function in R) was used to fit accumulated damage Da as a function
of the Elo rating, as described below. The locations of the grey points are shifted by small
random amounts to reduce overlap.
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Figure S4: Simulated data and fitted curves of accumulated damage in staged winner-loser
experiments against new, matched individuals for the cases in Fig. 4b (colour coded). Panels
(a) to (d) show cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2. Non-linear regression (nls function in R) was
used to fit log(Da + 1) as a Gompertz function of the Elo rating, as described below. The
locations of the grey points are shifted by small random amounts to reduce overlap.
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Figure S5: Simulated data and fitted curves of the generalised preference component (hiit in
Table 1) at the end of the mating season for the cases in Fig. 4c (colour coded). Panels (a) to
(d) show cases 1, 5, 9, and 13 in Table 2. Local regression (loess function in R) was used to
fit the generalised preference component as a function of a group member’s Elo rating at the
end the mating season. The locations of the grey points are shifted by small random amounts
to reduce overlap.
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Figure S6: Illustration of hypothetical winner- and loser-effect experiments, as in Fig. 4,
but with uncontested AR. Each group member that survived over the mating season had a
staged interaction with a matched (equal fighting ability, qi = qj) new and naive opponent.
A staged pair had up to 10 contests as described in Fig. 1b, ending when dominance was
settled. Cases 2, 6, 10, and 14 in Table 2 are shown (colour coded after the shape of V1), all
of which have V0 = 1. For each case there were 500 simulated groups, including winner-loser
experiments. (a) Fitted (logistic regression) probability of winning (becoming dominant) for
a group member interacting with a matched, naive opponent, as a function of the group
member’s Elo rating. (b) Fitted accumulated damage (logarithmic scale) from these contests.
(c) Fitted generalised action preference component (hiit in Table 1) for group members at the
start of staged interactions, as a function of their Elo rating. (d) Data and a loess fitted curve
of the Elo rating as a function of fighting ability qi of group members, for case 14 in Table 2
(i.e., V14 in panels a-c).
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Figure S7: Illustration of hypothetical winner- and loser-effect experiments, as in Fig. 4,
but with uncontested AR. Each group member that survived over the mating season had a
staged interaction with a matched (equal fighting ability, qi = qj) new and naive opponent.
A staged pair had up to 10 contests as described in Fig. 1b, ending when dominance was
settled. Cases 3, 7, 11, and 15 in Table 2 are shown (colour coded after the shape of V1), all
of which have V0 = 4. For each case there were 500 simulated groups, including winner-loser
experiments. (a) Fitted (logistic regression) probability of winning (becoming dominant) for
a group member interacting with a matched, naive opponent, as a function of the group
member’s Elo rating. (b) Fitted accumulated damage (logarithmic scale) from these contests.
(c) Fitted generalised action preference component (hiit in Table 1) for group members at the
start of staged interactions, as a function of their Elo rating. (d) Data and a loess fitted curve
of the Elo rating as a function of fighting ability qi of group members, for case 15 in Table 2
(i.e., V14 in panels a-c).
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Statistical fitting of curves to simulated data658

Fitted curves are shown in Figs. 2 to 5, and S2 to S7. Non-linear regressions from659

the R statistical package (version 4.0.5; https://www.R-project.org/) were used,660

with the aim of giving a reasonable visual summary of the individual data points from661

simulations. The variation around the fitted curves can be judged from Figs. S2 to S5.662

We used either the nls function, (Figs. 3a, 4b, 5a, 5b, S2, S4, S6b, S7b), the loess663

function (Figs. 3c, 4c, 4d, 5c, 5d, S3, S5, S6c, S6d, S7c, S7d), or logistic regression664

using the glm function (Figs. 4a, S6a, S7a). For the nls fits of RS to Elo rating Ei665

we used either a Gompertz function, A exp
(
−B exp(−CEi)

)
, or a modified Gompertz666

function A exp
(
−B exp(−CEi)

)
+ D, as the non-linear function, with A,B,C,D as667

parameters to be fitted.668

Model details669

Several parts of the model are the same as in a previous one (Leimar 2021). These are670

the observations in a round, the actions A and S, the action preferences and estimated671

values, the implementation of action exploration, and the learning updates. They are672

described previously (Leimar 2021) but, for completeness, they are also given here.673

Aspects of the current model that are different from the previous one are outlined in674

the main text, including in Table 1, and at the end of this section we give additional675

details.676

Observations and actions677

The model simplifies a round of interaction into two stages. In the first stage, inter-678

acting individuals make an observation. Thus, individuals observe some aspect ξ of679

relative fighting ability and also observe the opponent’s identity. The observation by680

an individual is statistically related to the difference in fighting ability between itself681

and the opponent, qi − qj. For the interaction between individuals i and j at time t,682

the observation is683

ξijt = a1qi − b1qj + εijt, (S1)

where a1, b1 ≥ 0 and εijt is an error of observation, assumed to be normal with mean684

zero and SD σ (a1 = b1 is assumed in all simulations). By adjusting the parameters σq,685

which is the SD of the distribution of qi, and a1, b1, and σ from equation (S1), one can686

make the information about relative quality more or less accurate. The observation687

(ξij, j) is followed by a second stage, where individual i chooses an action, and similarly688
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for individual j. The model simplifies to only two actions, A and S, corresponding to689

aggressive and submissive behaviour.690

Action preferences and estimated values691

For an individual i interacting with j at time t, lijt denotes the preference for A. The692

probability that i uses A is then693

pijt =
1

1 + exp(−lijt)
, (S2)

so that the preference lijt is the logit of the probability of using A. The model uses a694

linear (intercept and slope) representation of the effect of ξijt on the preference, and695

expresses lijt as the sum of three components696

lijt = hiit + hijt + γ0iξijt = fiθiit + (1− fi)θijt + γ0iξijt. (S3)

Here hiit = fiθiit is a contribution from generalisation of learning from all interactions,697

hijt = (1 − fi)θijt is a contribution specifically from learning from interactions with698

a particular opponent j, and γ0iξijt is a contribution from the current observation699

of relative fighting ability. Note that for fi = 0 the learning about each opponent700

is a separate thing, with no generalisation between opponents, and for fi = 1 the701

intercept component of the action preference is the same for all opponents, so that702

effectively there is no individual recognition (although the observations ξijt could still703

differ between opponents). One can similarly write the estimated value v̂ijt of an704

interaction as a sum of three components:705

v̂ijt = fiwiit + (1− fi)wijt + g0iξijt. (S4)

The actor-critic method updates θiit, θijt, wiit, and wijt in these expressions based on706

perceived rewards, whereas fi, γ0i, and g0i are genetically determined.707

Exploration in learning708

For learning to be efficient over longer time spans there must be exploration (variation709

in actions), in order to discover beneficial actions. Learning algorithms, including the710

actor-critic method, might not provide sufficient exploration, because learning tends to711

respond to short-term rewards. In the model, exploration is implemented as follows: if712

the probability in equation (S2) is less than 0.01 or greater than 0.99, the actual choice713

probability is assumed to stay within these limits, i.e. is 0.01 or 0.99, respectively. In714
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principle the degree of exploration could be genetically determined and evolve to an715

optimum value, but for simplicity this is not implemented in the model.716

Perceived rewards717

An SS interaction is assumed to have zero rewards, Rijt = Rjit = 0. For an AS718

interaction, the aggressive individual i perceives a reward Rijt = vi, which is genetically719

determined and can evolve. The perceived reward for the submissive individual j is720

zero, Rjit = 0, and vice versa for SA interactions. If both individuals use A, some form721

of costly dominance display or fight occurs, with perceived costs (negative rewards722

or penalties) that are influenced by the fighting abilities of the two individuals. The723

perceived rewards of an AA interaction are assumed to be724

Rijt = vi − exp(−qi + qj + eijt) (S5)

Rjit = vj − exp(−qj + qi + ejit),

where eijt is a normally distributed random influence on the perceived penalty, with725

mean zero and standard deviation σp, and similarly for ejit.726

Learning updates727

In actor-critic learning, an individual updates its learning parameters based on the728

prediction error (TD error)729

δijt = Rijt − v̂ijt, (S6)

which is the difference between the actual perceived reward Rijt and the estimated730

value v̂ijt. The learning updates for the θ parameters are given by731

θii,t+1 = θiit + αθifiζijtδijt (S7)

θij,t+1 = θijt + αθi(1− fi)ζijtδijt,

where732

ζijt =

1− pijt if A was chosen

−pijt if S was chosen
(S8)

is referred to as a policy-gradient factor and αθi is the preference learning rate for733

individual i. Note that ζijt will be small if pijt is close to one and individual i performed734
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action A, which slows down learning, with a corresponding slowing down if pijt is close735

to zero and S is chosen. There are also learning updates for the w parameters given by736

wii,t+1 = wiit + αwi fiδijt (S9)

wij,t+1 = wijt + αwi (1− fi)δijt,

where αwi is the value learning rate for individual i.737

The updates to the policy parameters θ can be described using derivatives of the738

logarithm of the probability of choosing an action with respect to the parameters.739

Using equation (S2), we obtain740

ζijt =


d log Pr(A)

d lijt
= 1− pijt if A was chosen

d log Pr(S)
d lijt

= −pijt if S was chosen
(S10)

for the derivative of the logarithm of the probability of choosing an action, A or S, with741

respect to the preference for A, which corresponds to equation (S8). From equation742

(S3) it follows that743

∂lijt
∂θiit

= fi (S11)

∂lijt
∂θijt

= 1− fi

and this gives the learning updates of the θ parameters in equation (S7). The updates744

of the w parameters of the value function can also be described using derivatives. From745

equation (S4) it follows that746

∂v̂ijt
∂wiit

= fi (S12)

∂v̂ijt
∂wijt

= 1− fi

and this gives the learning updates of the w parameters in equation (S9).747

Life-history and reproductive season748

There is an annual life cycle with a single reproductive season. Dominance interactions749

occur in groups of size gs, with gs = 8 for the individual-based simulations in Table750

2. The season is split into a number of reproductive cycles; there are 4 cycles for751

the simulations in Table 2. A cycle starts with a sequence of contests. Each contest is752
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between a randomly selected pair of group members and there are 5gs(gs−1) contests in753

a cycle, i.e., on average 10 contests per pair. As a result of the contests, a dominance754

hierarchy is formed, and group members acquire resources according to their ranks.755

Survival from one cycle to the next depends on the damage accumulated in contests.756

The purpose of the scheme is to implement a combination of hierarchy formation,757

resource acquisition, and mortality over the season in a way that allows both fitness758

benefits and costs to influence trait evolution. In principle very similar results could be759

achieved by, for instance, implementing a risk of mortality after each contest, or even760

after each round of interaction.761

Contests762

If a dominance relation has already been established between contestants i and j in763

the current cycle, there is no interaction. If not, the contestants go through a number764

of rounds, at minimum 10 rounds and at maximum 200 rounds of interaction. If there765

are 5 successive rounds where i uses A and j uses S (5 AS rounds), the contest ends766

and i is considered dominant over j, and vice versa if there are 5 successive SA rounds.767

Further, the contest ends in a draw if there are 5 successive SS rounds. In the following768

cycle (if there is one), previously dominance relations are reset, so the hierarchy needs769

be reformed, but group members retain their learning. The reason for this is to induce770

a kind of exploration of the dominance relations. Previously undecided relations can771

then become decided, and the possible consequences of group members dropping out772

(dying) between one cycle and the next can have an influence.773

Acquired resources774

After the contests in the current cycle, group members acquire resources. Each (sur-775

viving) individual obtains an increment V0, irrespective of dominance relations. If a776

linear hierarchy has been established, an individual with rank k (with k = 1 the top777

rank) obtains a resource increment of V1(k). The ranking is based of how many other778

group members an individual dominates (this measure is referred to as a score struc-779

ture by Landau (1951)). If some individuals dominate the same number of other group780

members, their relative rank is randomly determined. So, for instance, if all individ-781

uals would use action S in the contests, there would be no real dominance hierarchy782

(each would dominate 0 other group members), and it is random which of them obtains783

V1(1), V1(2), etc.784
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Accumulated fighting damage and mortality785

A group member i accumulates damage Dait from fighting. In an AA round between i786

and j, the increment to Dait is787

exp
(
−(qi − qj)

)
, (S13)

and similarly for j. An individual with accumulated damage Dait survives from one788

cycle to the next with probability789

exp
(
−c1Dait

)
. (S14)

Reproductive success790

A local group, containing 8 interacting individuals and 8 of the other sex, produces791

16 offspring. For each offspring, one parent of each sex is randomly drawn from the792

group, with a probability proportional to acquired resources for interacting individuals.793

In the next generation, each offspring disperses to a random local group. In this way,794

interacting individuals are unrelated.795

Elo rating796

Several approaches to Elo ratings have been used, differing in such things as the zero797

point of the scale and the amount to change ratings after a ‘win’ by one individual over798

another, or after a ‘draw’. There is similarity between updates of Elo ratings and the799

updates of action preferences for actor-critic learning described above. Here, however,800

we use the Elo rating just as a conventional measure or index of dominance rank,801

without further interpretation of what the scores might mean. The possible usefulness802

of this measure needs instead to be investigated. From our results here, Elo ratings803

appear useful in providing a simplified description of a dominance hierarchy.804

Let Eit be the Elo rating of group member i at time t. Initially all have rating805

Ei0 = 0. If a contest between i and j ends with i becoming dominant over j, Eit is806

incremented by807

2.5(1− Pijt), (S15)

where808

Pijt =
1

1 + exp(−Eit + Ejt)
. (S16)
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The Elo rating of j, Ejt, is decremented by the same amount. If the contest ends in a809

draw, Eit is decremented by810

2.5(Pijt − 0.5), (S17)

and Ejt is incremented by this amount. It can help the interpretation to think of Pijt811

as the probability, before the interaction, of the outcome (‘win’, ‘loss’, or ‘draw’). This,812

however, is just an interpretation that helps explaining why Elo ratings are defined in813

a certain way. For dominance relations, which are qualitatively different from wins814

and losses in a tournament, it is not certain that Elo ratings are useful for predicting815

outcomes of dominance interactions. One can, of course, investigate the usefulness for816

each particular case.817
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